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Welcome Letter

Welcome Letter

Dear Applicant

I am delighted in your interest in the position of Board Member at Six Town Housing (STH). This
position has become vacant following the retirement of a Board Member after serving his maximum
tenure at STH.
You would be joining us at an exciting, however also challenging time after the outbreak of Covid19. A time where the speed of change in services and technology has accelerated beyond anything
we could ever have imagined. We have recently signed a new 10 year Management Agreement
with Bury Council and look forward to a positive future.
STH continue to be a financially healthy organisation, and our ability to navigate through the
challenges facing the social housing sector is testament to that. It will be great to have you on
Board at a time when our world has changed significantly following the Covid-19 outbreak and we
are looking to strengthen our Business Plan and our approach to providing increasingly digital
services to customers. It is crucial that as a Board, we collectively retain strong links to our
customers and local communities.
We have strong growth and diversity plans for the future, aiming to develop our commercial Repairs
Direct operations, which secured Six Town Housing in excess of £900,000 surplus in 19-20. We
also seek to extend these commercial activities to private landlords in the future.
From a governance perspective, STH has worked hard to become an organisation with governance
arrangements which provide strong leadership, effective control and challenge. We foster an
environment in which the Executive can thrive and deliver the corporate aims. We seek to appoint a
new member to complement the existing skills of an experienced Board who share the passion,
commitment and leadership skills to drive forward our great organisation.
We are particularly interested in applicants with Housing financial skills – this is critical to the
role. Business planning skills are also desirable, as this role will also be a member of our Audit,
Standards, Risk and Performance Committee, which is responsible for Strategic Risk, Performance
and financial planning for the organisation.
If you share our vision, are an exceptional leader and meet the requirements set out in the role
profile, we really do want to hear from you. The opportunity and potential at Six Town Housing is
immense. Come and join us in helping Six Town Housing to flourish.
Best Wishes
Hugh Broadbent
Chair of the Board

About Six Town Housing
Six Town Housing (STH) was formed in 2005 and is an Arms Length Management Organisation
(ALMO) managing and maintaining over 7600 properties on behalf of Bury Council. As a Registered
Provider we own 103 properties in our own right.
Our mission is to:



Create great communities
Deliver excellent services
Inspire our staff and customers

And our Business Priorities are:




Customers First
Neighbourhoods to be Proud of
Homes for the Future
Dynamic Business Leading the Way

We provide much more than good quality housing. For us, it’s always been about Great Communities,
Excellent Services and Inspiring People; as reflected in our Mission statement. Social purpose
remains important to us and we deliver a diverse range of services that enrich communities, transform
lives and support local economic growth. By doing this, we are helping the Council deliver its strategic
objectives and are protecting its assets; ensuring its neighbourhoods remain sustainable, its
communities are empowered and the life chances of its tenants improve.
STH is a forward thinking and dynamic organisation which truly has our tenants at the heart of what
we do. Although our core purpose is a social landlord, we do so much more. We provide services
which help change lives.


We have supported over 2900 residents into training and employment opportunities through
Steps to Success – our in house employment programme.



Supported customers in claiming over £3 million in additional benefits through our welfare
rights service partnership with Citizens Advice Bureau and Housing Benefit.



Invested over £142 million on behalf of the Council in our current homes



Supported our Community Groups to launch a community café, food banks, a baby bank and
youth clubs – leading to being shortlisted for an Excellence in Community Action award by the
Tenant Participation and Advisory Service.

In our world of co-location and co-production, collaborative working is at the forefront of how we do
things around here therefore we promote the attitudes of ‘in it together’ and ‘one team’ with our staff.
In times of a volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous world we have concentrated on designing,
driving and delivering successful change and fostering innovation and creativity across the
organisation to rise to the challenges that we face.
As an organisation we are investing heavily in technology and digital solutions to meet our changing
customer needs. We always explore new ways of working, we have a good grasp of technology and
how it can be utilised and a clear focus on how we can harness technology to future proof the
organisation in this digital era.

When it comes to looking after the properties we manage, we have implemented a property first
approach. This recognises the financial value of the properties we manage and the amount of money
spent on them through repairs, voids works, planned and capital programme. We need to make sure
that not only are we making prudent and effective investment decisions and offering a great repairs
service but that we ensure that our customers value their homes and play their part in helping us to
ensure everyone has a decent home.

The STH Board
SIX TOWN HOUSING BOARD MEMBERS 2020-21

Hugh Broadbent - Chair

Sharon McCambridge – Chief Executive

Council Board Members

Jackie Harris

Rhyse Cathcart

Steve Wright

Susan Southworth

Independent Board Members (one vacant post)

Sasha Wayne

Clare King

Tenant Board Members (three vacant posts)

David Howell

Anthony Noblet

Role Profile
Role:

Board Member

Responsible To:

Chair of STH Board

Role summary
STH’s Board is collectively responsible for ensuring the success of the organisation and ensuring its
compliance with all legal and regulatory obligations through an effective challenge and control
environment.
As a Board Member, you contribute to this collective responsibility by providing effective strategic
leadership and control of STH, acting in its best interest.
This is an unpaid role however you will be able to claim reasonable expenses in connection with your
duties.
Role specification
The essential functions of a Board Member are to:
• Act on behalf and in the best interests of STH as an accountable non-executive director
• Set a positive leadership culture, with strong customer focus in line with STH’s strategic objectives
• Participate in group decision-making by contributing to debate and challenging the views of others
where appropriate
• Use skills and knowledge to analyse issues presented to Board
• Monitor key performance and financial information
• Apply specialist knowledge, where appropriate, to support the Board to make effective decisions
• Ensure as a Board that STH operate effectively, efficiently and economically
• Be an ambassador for STH and represent the organisation as appropriate
Governance duties
By performing the role, the Board Member is expected to:
• Act within STH’s Code of Conduct and any other codes of conduct, standards, or similar
• Uphold and comply with STH's policies, procedures and standing orders as set and amended from
time to time by the Board
• Act within STH’s Articles of Association
• Uphold and promote the core purpose, values and objectives of STH
• Contribute to and share responsibility for decisions of the Board and/or any Committee of which
you are from time to time a member
• Attend all meetings of the Board, and where relevant Committees, and to read papers in advance
of meetings to enhance understanding of issues presented and ensure effective debate and
challenge

• Support and promote a culture of team work across the Board to continue to enhance its
effectiveness
• Attend induction, training and performance review sessions and other such sessions or events as
are reasonably required by STH
• Undergo appraisal of your performance as agreed by the Board
• Join Committees if required
Time commitment
• 4 Board meetings per year
• 2-3 Board Strategy Away or training days per year
• 4 Committee meetings per year
• Appointments are made for an initial three year term
*The nature of this role makes it impossible to be specific about the maximum time commitment
required. You may be required to devote additional time to STH from time to time, particularly when
we are undergoing a period of increased activity. At certain times it may be necessary to convene
additional Board or Committee meetings.

Core Competencies
Core Board Member Competencies
These competencies are required to ensure you can support the delivery of STH’s strategic
objectives whilst also providing effective leadership, challenge, control and strategic direction.
You will


Have a strong commitment to customer care and improving communities



Be able to contribute effectively to STH’s strategic direction and be able to monitor and
manage and challenge current performance



Be able to understand key financial information



Understand the core purpose of our business and the challenges it faces



Have the ability to assess risk and promote risk awareness without being risk adverse



Demonstrate a strong commitment to equality & diversity

Personal behaviour & style
Board Member’s will:
• Act with a high level of personal integrity and honesty, acting fairly and impartially at all times
• Have personal and professional credibility that will command confidence across a wide range of
stakeholders
• Share the vision and values of STH
• Work openly and collaboratively
• Be well prepared and well informed to take part effectively in discussions
• Keep up to date with issues facing STH and open to training and personal development
opportunities
• Have the time and energy to fulfil the responsibility as an STH Board Member

